Beginner’s Course in French
Semester I
HUF-101

Lecture: 4
External Marks: 100
Internal Marks: 50

Course Content:

Unit- I
Greeting and Usage:
Les Salutations
Vocabulaire
Verbe etre, avoir et aller
Les nombres cardinaux
Presentez-vous
Translation

Unit- II
Grammaire:
Les articles; Les adjectifs; Les adjectifs demonstratifs
Verbes ER, IR et RE; Verbe pronominal; L’imperatif
Sentence Construction and Dialogue
Articles partitifs et contractes
Interrogation
La negation
Les nationalites; Les jours de la semaine; Les moins de l’annee
Les couleurs; Les professions
Time

Unit- III
Composition
Paragraph writing
Unseen comprehension
Civilisation (France, monuments, lieux, fetes etc)

Unit- IV
Oral Skills
Speaking and listening skills

Recommended Book:
Connexions / Le nouveau sans frontie’res
SCHEME OF END SEMESTER EXAMINATION (MAJOR TEST)

Theory

1. The duration of the exam will be 3 hours.
2. The question Paper for theory course shall have three questions in all covering the first three units of the syllabus. These questions may be divided into parts.
3. The student is required to attempt all the three questions.
4. Question no. 1 will cover Unit –I. It will carry 15 marks. It may have many parts with or without any internal choice.
5. Question 2 will cover Unit-II It will carry 50 marks. It may have many parts with or without any internal choice.
6. Question 3 will cover Unit-III carrying 35 marks. It will have parts with internal choice.

Practical:

The student will be evaluated internally and orally through viva-voce for the unit- IV of the syllabus. It will carry 50 marks.
Certificate Course in French
Semester II
HUF-102

Lecture: 4
(Total contact Hours for the entire semester: 40-45)
External Marks: 100
Internal Marks: 50

Course Content:

Unit- I

Grammaire
Les adverbes de quantite, Les expressions negatives, Adjectifs(position), Les adverbs, interrogatifs, conjonctions

Unit- II

Composition
Dialogue, Paragraph writing, Unseen comprehension, Civilisation
Le passe compose, Le future simple, Future proche, passe recent

Unit- III

Usage
Vocabulaire, Le passe compose, Le future simple, Future proche, passe recent

Unit- IV

Oral Skills
Speaking and listening skills
SCHEME OF END SEMESTER EXAMINATION (MAJOR TEST)

Theory

1. The duration of the exam will be 3 hours.
2. The question Paper for theory course shall have ten questions in all covering the first three units of the syllabus. These questions may be divided into parts.
3. The student is required to attempt all the ten questions.

Practical:

The student will be evaluated internally and orally through viva-voce for the unit- IV of the syllabus. It will carry 50 marks.
Diploma Course in French-1
HUF-103

Lecture: 4 hrs per week
(Total contact Hours for the entire semester: 40-45)
External Marks: 100
Internal Marks: 50

Course Content:

Communicative Grammaire

- Pronoms relatifs
- Interrogatifs
- Demonstratifs
- Possessifs
- Subjonctifs
- Plus-que-parfait

Unit- II
Comprehension

- Text comprehension and written expression
- Expression de la duree
- Preposition et adverb de lieu
- Expression de la consequence
- Civilisation

Unit- III
Composition

- Essay writing
- Translation of passages into foreign language and vice versa

Unit- IV

Oral Skills
- Oral expression, Reading and answering questions on the text
- Expressing opinion and discussing issues of
- General interests
SCHEME OF END SEMESTER EXAMINATION (MAJOR TEST)

Theory

1. The duration of the exam will be 3 hours.
2. The question Paper for theory course shall have ten questions in all covering the first three units of the syllabus. These questions may be divided into parts.
3. The student is required to attempt all the ten questions.

Practical:

The student will be evaluated internally and orally through viva-voce for the unit- IV of the syllabus. It will carry 50 marks.
Diploma Course in French -2  
HUF-104

Lecture: 4 per week  
(Total contact Hours for the entire semester: 40-45)
External Marks: 100  
Internal Marks: 50

Course Content:

Unit- I  
Communicative Grammaire

Forme passive  
Pronoms en,y  
Pronoms formes impersonnelles  
Adjectifs et pronoms indefinis  
Future anterieur  
Conditionnel present et passe

Unit- II  
Comprehension

Comprehension of texts on general topics  
Situations dans la temps  
Deroulement de l’ action  
Expression de l’opposition  
Communication

Unit- III  
Composition

Letter writing  
Translation of passages into foreign language and vice versa

Unit- IV

Oral Skills

Oral expression, Reading and answering questions on the text  
Expressing opinion and discussing issues of  
General interests
SCHEME OF END SEMESTER EXAMINATION (MAJOR TEST)

Theory

1. The duration of the exam will be 3 hours.
2. The question Paper for theory course shall have ten questions in all covering the first three units of the syllabus. These questions may be divided into parts.
3. The student is required to attempt all the ten questions.

Practical:

The student will be evaluated internally and orally through viva-voce for the unit- IV of the syllabus. It will carry 50 marks.
Diploma in French

Paper 1
Communicative grammar-2 100
Functional grammar based on text book

Paper 2
Text comprehension and written expression 100
Comprehension of texts on general topics 40
Essay writing and letter writing 40
Translation of passages into foreign language and vice versa 20

Paper 3
Oral expression 100
Reading and answering questions on the text
Expressing opinion and discussing issues of General interests

Certificate Course in French

Syllabus:

Introduction
Basic Vocabulary
Verbe itre
1-100 Counting
Colours
Nationality
Verbe avoir it verbe alter
Sentence Construction and Dialogue
Days of the Week
Months of the Year
Seasons
Present Tense
Er Verbes
IR Verbes
RE Verbes
Le Passi Composi
Le futur
L’imparfait
Passi recent
Paragraph Writing in French

**Recommended Books:**

Connexions / Le nouveau sans frontie’res